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The Grumman F-14 Tomcat is a two-crew, variable wing-geometry, maritime air superiority fighter that served with the US
Navy for 32 years and continues to serve with the IRIAF in Iran. The F-14 was the US Navy's frontline fighter from the 1970s

to the mid-2000s. Over the course of its long service it also became one of the US Navy’s premier precision ground-attack
platform and its lone airborne reconnaissance asset.

Noteworthy features of the Tomcat are its swing-wing configuration, two-man crew, and the powerful AN/AWG-9 Weapons
Control System (WCS) and radar. The AWG-9 allows employment of the long-range AIM-54 Phoenix air-to-air missile, and the

LANTIRN targeting pod allows precision ground strikes using laser-guided bombs. The F-14 Tomcat was present in several
historic events that include the two Gulf of Sidra incidents, Operations Desert Storm Iraqi Freedom, the Yugoslavian conflict,

and Operation Enduring Freedom over Afghanistan. It was also immortalized in the iconic motion picture, Top Gun, and starred
in several other feature films including The Final Countdown, Executive Decision, and others.

The Tomcat was also played a vital role in the Iran-Iraq war of the 1980s, where is flew for the Islamic Republic of Iran Air
Force. The Heatblur Simulations F-14A/B Tomcat aims to simulate this iconic aircraft as a high-fidelity module for DCS

World. This module is the culmination of several years of research, coding and modelling.

Key features of the DCS: F-14 Tomcat include:

•Simulation of both the A and B models of the Tomcat. The A model will follow the B later during the Early Access period.
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•A highly-detailed external model that has been built using laser scanning and photogrammetry taken of real, museum F-14
Tomcats.

•New models for several F-14 Tomcat payloads that includes the AIM-54 Phoenix and the LANTIRN pod.
•Incredibly-detailed and accurate 6-DOF (Degrees of Freedom) cockpit that was also built using photogrammetry from museum

F-14 Tomcats.
•An advanced flight model that will continue to be tuned to provide the most accurate F-14 flight model simulation possible.

•Accurate aircraft systems simulation featuring:
oThe Automatic Flight Control System (AFCS).

oThe variable wing geometry, wing-sweep system.
oDetailed electrical, hydraulic, and fuel systems.

•Cooperative multiplayer that allows one player in the front seat to play as the pilot and one in the back seat to act as the Radar
Intercept Officer, RIO.

•“JESTER” AI: A new, lifelike AI that fills the role of RIO when flying in single-player or multiplayer mods without a human
RIO.

•A limited-functionality “Iceman” AI that pilots the aircraft in single-player mode when you are in the rear seat acting as the
RIO.

•Both AIs feature an interactive interface with a comprehensive library of voice-acted phrases.
•Simulation of the AN/AWG-9 Weapons Control System (WCS), featuring:

oA custom model of the AN/AWG-9 radar featuring Pulse Search, Pulse Doppler Search, Range-While-Scan and Track-While-
Scan modes as well as both pulse and pulse doppler Single Target Track (STT) modes.

oThe ability to prepare and launch the AIM-54 Phoenix at single targets and at up to six targets simultaneously using the TWS
mode.

oThe Television Camera Set (TCS) allowing visual identification of targets in Beyond Visual Range (BVR) situations.
oThe Link-4 datalink allowing reception of tracks from an E-2 AWACS or a surface unit.

•The complete F-14A and B Tomcat payload, including AIM-7, AIM-9 and AIM-54 air to air missiles, various unguided- and
guided-bombs and rockets, and the M61 Vulcan 20mm cannon.

•A functional simulation of the LANTIRN target designator pod, allowing the RIO to guide laser-guided munitions dropped by
the pilot or other aircraft (buddy-lasing).

•The Tactical Airborne Reconnaissance Pod System (TARPS), allowing the player to fulfil the aerial photographic
reconnaissance mission. *

•Fully-functional carrier interoperability that features Instrument Carrier Landing System (ICLS) and the Automatic Carrier
Landing System (ACLS).

•Comprehensive digital manual, both as a PDF and as a continually-updated online manual.
•A complete set of interactive and voiced tutorials.

•Comprehensive campaigns for both the F-14A and F-14B Tomcat; one will be set in the Caucasus theatre and the other will be
in the Persian Gulf theatre.

* The F-14A and the TARPS pod will follow later during the Early Access period and the tutorials and campaigns will be
implemented and expanded during this early access as well.
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Minimum system requirements (LOW graphics settings): 
OS 64-bit Windows 7/8/10; DirectX11; CPU: Core i3 at 2.8GHz; RAM: 8 GB (32 GB for multiplayer); Free hard disk space:
60 GB; Video: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 770 / ATI R9 280X DirectX11); requires internet activation.
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its a broken game. This is why you don't buy a game without looking into it a bit first. The stupid key doesn't work. Apparently
Valve won't do anything about it either. Get yourself together Valve.. If you play with a group, there is a lot of fun you can find
in the game.

I would recommend giving it a shot for the 7 day free trial and seeing how it bodes with you. It certainly has a lot of things to
iron out (e.g., Desync, lag and poor pathing in certain areas), but these issues don't detract much from the fun I've had with the
game so far.. I'm going to have to politely disagree with people on this one. The zombies are much faster in this version and
cannot be kited as easily. For instance, in the original game I got the achievement where you don't buy anything for the first 6
rounds. In this version, by the 3rd round I could not outrun the zombies and I could not subdue them with only a pistol. I also
noticed the flood of zombies increases much more quickly in this version. Overall, this version just isn't as fun as the original.
The graphical improvements are nice, however. I'll recommend the game only because multiplayer is still fun. But single player
is pretty much crap in this version. 6/10. wish more ppl played this game and they made it eser to get stuff. Even with all the
problems the game has, I feel like I have to recommend it.
The game is short (I can finish it twice in four hours, one of them a 100% run), and the more difficult part is getting to work the
controls, and that only cost me 5 minutes.
It's a simple game, about being a bird and getting objects to ornate your nest. You fly around a city full of political turmoil, but
you don't participate in it, only listen to it while you are running around.

The bad parts are:
The game shows you in bright lights and from afar where in town a conversation or an object for your nest is available, which
leaves exploration only to some really easy to find feathers that makes you fly a little faster.
BUGS! There are graphical bugs, some strong and some more simples. During the whole chapter 1 I have a flickering object
dividing town in two, that almost made me quit.
But, to me, the worst part is in the ending.
 Even when the human part of the game gets an ending, with the revolution killing the leader and getting to power, you, as a
bird, don't get any ending for your story. I was waiting for the eggs to crack and giving birth anytime when I get the last part of
the nest, but nothing happens more than a 'Thank you for playing' screen, and then back to the same game, nothing changes.
You can't land on some 'logical' places for a bird to land. I tried to land inside an air vent, and into some electrical cables, and
you can't land on them. That take away the inmersion of being a bird.

Even then, the good parts are really good in my opinion:
The feeling of flying is nice when you get the handle on how to maneuver it. Getting to the top and then falling at full speed,
only to go back up at the border of the floor feels good.
The city is beautiful!! When you go from the port to the nature zone outside the citi, is a gorgeous travel. The art is great in
general, with people made in a nice style.
The game is very relaxing, and gets you inmersed into the world.
The human story, even when lacking in some parts, feels nice enough and interesting to follow. Some of the voice lines are not
very good acted, but they aren't the worst in games neither.. Who wouldn't want more crazy vision cards to play with?. save your
money
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Face Noir is a game that I recommend because:
- it has a good price
- it is a good point & click
- it has adventure
- the graphics are simple but good
- it has a good storyline
- it is decent enough for its price
- it has trading cards

Enjoy!. I 100% completed the game on PS3 and now I can play the sequel too. Shooter is one of my favourite indie games of all
time and this is just more of that. You can switch between the original paper cut out style or the newer slightly more 3d looking
one. Great visuals, satisfying controls and level design that will keep you replaying over and over.. No other game has made me
smash my controllers into my desk and walls as much as this one. I love it.

Be advised: At first you will resist the blarp. Then you will become the blarp. And you, being the blarp, will yourself will be
blarped.

Pros: Blarp.

Cons: BLAAAAAARP
. The Game is quite a good game, I say this because I like decison making games, you make your own choices and have to save
your friends, I played around 10 minutes and it is very challenging and very fun, as you do not know what is going to happen
next. I wish their was graphics though so for this I would rate it 6/10..
Зашел в игру
Затем поиграл
Сдох
Сдох
Затем поиграл
Сдох
Сдох
Симулятор сдыханий! 10.323823818193918323f / 10. Another great and absorbing story. I loved seeing the development of
the characters, and all ended well. I'm slightly disappointed I don't have my own dinosaur though. 10\/10.. It gave me a good
laugh, really fun if you keep an open mind. Need a decent machine to run it without it looking like crap though.. bug on timer?
and a-not-really-helping-hint... so annoying when I can not get all the stars... tabok git gud. Like Pet Rescue Saga, but feel it's
too casual? Ever wanted to see a word game and a survival game mashed up? Well, here you go. Highrise Heroes tasks you with
spelling, keeping your folks oxygenated, maneuvering through rubble and impassable tiles, managing your turns (survivors have
helpful powers but they cost turns to use). Sometimes you'll be racing the clock, sometimes you won't. There's plenty of variety
that I've seen so far, so it's not repetitive. There are plenty of achievements and objectives to keep you addicted for hours at a
time.
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